
Chief Scout's Diamond Award International Blog. 

 

What we chose to do and why. 

 

We chose to run 4 nights which would get the Cubs their International Badge, we did this firstly 

as it counted towards our Diamond Award and secondly because we wanted to run some nights 

with the Cub Pack which we are Young Leaders at. 

 

The stages to the Cub international badge are:  

1. Draw or create the World Scout Badge. Explain the meaning of each of its parts. 

2. Create a passport with information about a country. You could include things like its 

currency, national dress, foods, religions, cultures, customs and languages. 

3. Cook a traditional dish from another country using an ingredient that you are not 

familiar with. Tell your leader what you liked or disliked about it. 

4. Take part in the activities of a celebration or festival that usually takes place in 

another country. Explore why the celebration or festival happens. What are the 

customs of the event? 

 

Before running the nights we talked with the leaders and developed our initial ideas and plans to 

make them better and more enjoyable. Prior to the evenings we prepared in advance so that we 

had everything we needed and knew exactly what we were doing. 

What we did on the 1st night. 

The first night we ran was a games night as it was the first night back after the summer 

holidays, with different games linking to different countries. Firstly half of the Cubs played 

real life angry birds (with tables, elastic, bean bags and cardboard boxes). While the other half 

looked at one of the Leaders Chicks. (Not relating to the activity, but to reduce numbers). All 

the cubs seemed to really enjoy these activities. The idea of the angry birds was to show how 

some people across the world need to hunt for their food, while incorporating this into a game. 

Finally, they played American Dodge Ball which very few of them had ever played before. 

Overall, they all seemed to really enjoy the night, especially angry birds. 

What we did on the 2nd night. 

On the second night we started by playing an adapted version of Christmas Corners which 

instead of having Christmas trees etc in the corners of the room had the different continents. 

When a leader counted down from 5 the Cubs had to go to a corner and when the leader turned 

around they said a continent and whoever was stood at this one was out. The game continued like 

this until only one Cub was left in the game.  

Then we moved on having four different bases three of which covered parts of the badge. 

These included drawing the World Scout Badge and explaining its meaning at one base, while the 

other two bases covered making a passport about themselves and their country. This meant that 

these two stages of the badge were now completed. But this left a fourth group. Therefore, we 

had some printed maps and photos of cities, landmarks and flags from around the world which 

they had to place onto the map. Overall this went well except being a bit short of time which 

meant we had to abandon the map activity, but this was okay as it wasn't a requirement for the 

badge. 



What we did on the 3rd night. 

As we continued through to the third night we decided that the festival that the Cubs would 

take part in would be the Autumn Equinox which just so happened to be the following day on the 

22nd September. We started by again separating them into four groups, each group rotated 

around 4 different bases doing different things in order to celebrate the Autumn Equinox. 

These included: Creating a gratitude list and bucket list; lighting a fire and roasting 

marshmallows (part of their outdoor challenge); making a big painting of a tree with the four 

different seasons in each corner; and finally making a diagram of the sun and earth and then 

playing a game to help them understand how the equinox works and why it happens. Overall the 

night went down well and the Cubs enjoyed the different activities that we had for them to do. 

What we did on the 4th night. 

On our fourth and final night we completed the third part of the Cubs International badge. This 

involved each of them making a dish which typically comes from another country using 

ingredients which they aren't too familiar with. After discussing what dishes, they would make 

we concluded: Potato Latkes (Group 1); Cheese Quesadilla & Guacamole (Group 2); Egg Fried Rice 

(Group 3); and ANZAC Biscuits (Group 4). As well as this we had an international food based 

game just in case we finished early. On the actual evening we started by telling them after flag 

break what we would be doing and got all of them to wash their hands prior to us starting. Next, 

we separated them into four groups and allocated them which dish they would be making (with 

the help of leaders). We gave them their recipe and told them to gather all the equipment they 

needed and begin cooking. Over the course of the night they worked together making their dish. 

Then when everybody was done and everything cleared away we served it all up so that 

everybody could try each other’s dishes and see what they thought of it. Most of it went down 

well with lots of the cubs; meaning that the night was a great success. 

What advice would we give to other Explorers undertaking a similar challenge. 

Advice that we would give to other Explorers would be to talk to their leaders about what you 

have planned to do, as they are often able to add to the plans and improve your initial ideas. 

Another thing is by talking to your leaders you gain an understanding of what you already have 

and can borrow as a group/unit due to them having more experience of night planning than you 

do. Also, we would say to plan it as far in advance as possible which allows you to change and 

adapt things if necessary. Especially if it’s younger sections allow more time than you would 

normally for activities as they tend to get distracted very easily.  

Matthew Connett    Scott Connett 
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